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Alexis: Movie Maker, Builder, Slide maker,  Recorder and Coder

Loena: Movie Maker, Coder , Slide Maker, And Main Recorder

Justin: Builder, Slide Maker, Researcher, And Co-Recorder 







Brick-works the whole build

Steering Wheels

Ball Wheel to keep 
it balanced

Large 
Motors
for the armThe whole build 



First attempt  at 
building the base, we 
did a good job in 
making it stable and 
secure. The only 
problem was the 
wheels whouldn’t 
turn so we changed it 
to a three wheel base 
with the ball wheel.



First attempt at building the wheels and the arm to lift and lower the 
pen.

This is Alexis building the 3 wheel base design so we can draw 
the multiple circle shaped as a 1. This is the 4 wheel base but it didn’t work so we changed it to 

a 3 wheel base with a ball wheel



First Design
Brick

Emergency 
stop button

Color sensorBall 
wheel

Wheel

What we did:
We started off 
with a simple 
build. Which 
included sensors 
and wheels, it 
was our first time 
building the 
actual robot.

Distance sensor
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Second Design

Ball wheel

Arm that 
moves

Wheel

Brick 

What we changed:
For our second design we 
took off the distance 
sensor and emergency 
button because when we 
pushed it the base would 
break , instead we made 
a arm for the felt to be 
held.
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What we changed:
For our third 
design we added 
our emergency 
button again, but 
we later ended up 
removing it due to 
it  making the 
base fall apart 
when we pressed 
it .  We also 
changed the front 
of the robot, it 
now had 2 arms 
and the felts 
were being held 
by rubber bands.

Third Design Felt pen

Arm

Emergency 
button

Wheel

Rubber 
band

Brick

Large 
motors
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Final Design Brick

wires

arm

Rubber band
wheel

Large motor

What we 
changed :
For our final 
design,  we 
changed the 
brick to be at the 
front because it 
made the robot 
strong because 
when it was in 
the back it would 
fall apart when 
drawing. Pr
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First Attempt At The Code:

Makes the 
robot move 
forward

Starting to  figure out 
how to make the 
emergency button 
work



Second to Last Attempt At The Code:



Final Code:



● Our first problem was that the base we made wouldn’t 
turn
.

● We tried to make a arm it didn’t work.

● We were going to draw a panda but it didn’t work 

● Finding the perfect piece of paper that would fit our 
drawing 

● We started to do the code but no one knows how to 
code the program yet

● Our emergency button wasn’t working

● Our next problem was that our code was too big.

● The brick was too heavy and it kept making the wheel 
fall off.

● We wouldn’t agree on what should go first in the video 

● We changed our robot to a 3 wheel base

● We changed our plan to a more strong 
arm

● So we decided to make our robot draw 
multiple circles

● We got a big sheet of brown paper

● . So we had to work together and play 
around with different codes

● . So we took it off

● We changed our code to something more 
simple

● We put the brick at the front

● We came up with an agreement to start 
with our interviews and later changed it 
to a tittle page.



Diary
Day 1,  we worked on our planning and building the base for our robot. 
Day 2, we started building the main robot and working on our slideshow. 
Day 3 we started our code, we found out how to change the image on our brick so we changed it into a 
panda, and added a emergency button. 
Day 4, we working on the code we have rebuild the face so we could put a sensor on it.  
Day 5,  We changed our drawing due to it being too hard to program, we also started deciding on the 
paper size.
Day 6, we decided to draw a face of a panda because it is to draw and we are doing the new code now.
Day 7, today we are finding the perfect piece of paper that would fit our drawing and we are coding to 
make it draw it 
Day 8, We took our emergency button off due to it not working and it kept making our wheels fall off.
Day 9, we did our first test run, but it didn’t end so well, because we had done the code too big and it 
went out of the paper 
Day 10, we are finishing the code today and finish drawing the pattern so we can make the movie and 
we have finished the code and the video 



https://youtu.be/0rED7H7NdiQ

https://youtu.be/0rED7H7NdiQ

